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Malaysian Runway Safety Team 
In Malaysia, led by the regulator (DCAM Airport Standards), airlines, ATC (also the regulator), 
airlines and the principle airport operator for the nation came together after the conference in 
Bali to spearhead the formation of runway safety teams at all Malaysian airports.  
  
After a few meetings, this is what was decided: 

 
1. DCAM issued a directive on the formations of RSTs. 
2. A National Runway Safety Committee was formed to oversee the formations 

of and then mentoring of RSTs at all Malaysian airports. 
3. Formation of a RST at KUL will be test case and learning for the committee. 
4. National team formation priority for all 2013 will be based on occurrence history. 
5. Guidance must be clear, concise and simple. 
6. RST meeting cannot be another day long meeting consuming tea and over sweetened cakes. 

No long discussions. 
7. Team focuses on Hazard Identification, rectification and progress tracking. 
8. Team reports findings and progress via simple forms that are provided in a toolkit to the 

national committee which will track progress and intervene to resolve problems. 

 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Teams are to focus on the following areas:1) Stopbar lightning, markings and signs - compliance to standards, effectiveness and fully serviceable.2) Control of Rubber Deposits - compliance to standards.3) Survey operators to confirm presence, training and compliance with       A) Stabilized Approach Policy       B) Sterile Cockpit Policy4) Promotion and verification of the use of correct and standard radio telephony phraseology.5) Collect and study data to identify hotspots and develop hot spot charts.The team feels there is a need to be clear and simple in it's directions to address risks, especially in light of the people we will be working with.I hope that tells you anti about where we're at and where we hope to be, will update you guys on progress and problems for your consideration. I have not tried the online team management tool again yet. I appreciate the facility is a good idea but we think in light of our people, it may be more effective to use paper, fax and email, at least for the moment.
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Outcomes: Quito RRSS 

• ACI  
Will encourage its airport members to establish RST in 
their airports. 

• QUIPORT  
Will continue operations in the new airport with the 
runway safety team established in the existing airport. 

• DGAC Ecuador  
To support the establishment of runway safety teams in 
other Ecuadorian airports such as Guayaquil & Cuenca. 

• IATA, CANSO, IFALPA:  
Through their members offer support to any RST to be 
established in the region. 



Thank you 
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